Waters Edge Wander Ride Report
With somewhat stifling weather predicted, and it sorta-kinda coming to fruition, a total of seven riders
braved the hot and sticky conditions to join in on this friendly and casual jaunt around the Wynnum
foreshore and other watery fringes.
It could have easily been down to six, but for my friendly offer to transport one of the riders to the start,
limousine-style and in air-conditioned comfort. Any encouragement is worth it to have riders come along.
With the 35 minute journey from home to Wynnum completed, we both watched the car’s outside
temperature gauge dipping ever-so slightly from 35°C to 32°C – hmmm, I guess we couldn’t have asked for
too much now.
As the riders arrived, registered and got ready to roll, there was a somewhat comforting lift in the on-shore
breeze across the bay – and thank goodness for that. Joining me on the ride were Anne, David, Vaughan,
Rodney, Mark and Leah. After agreeing we would all just ride around together, a la UAF-style but just a wee
bit slower than the 22.5k/h, we all headed off a bit after 4pm snaking our way along the esplanade. The onshore breeze pick up a little more as we made our way through Lota, then traversing the timber boardwalk
through the mangroves - a nice shortcut to Rickerrt Rd and more bikeway paths.
The group kept a nice easy and even tempo as we headed to Wellington Point for a u-turn and the
traditional late-afternoon photo opportunity. As we made our way back through Birkdale and the foreshore
run at Thornside, the group could feel the breezes pick up even more, but just for a short time, before we
returned through Ransome, and turning for Gumdale. With our course then set for The Port of Brisbane via
Hemmant and Lytton, the sun was starting bounce off the horizon but it still provided enough light to leave
the night gear in the pockets and bags.
Having complete our last u-turn at the fringe of The Port, we set sail for the Wynnum foreshore once again,
ably assisted by hint of tail wind. With the last of the bumps along Tingal Rd put behind us we arrived back
at Pandanus Beach and quickly headed for the Pelican’s Nest Café. With a good variety of meals and drinks
on display, it was also encouraging to see the food promptly consumed with a similar tempo to the ride –
nice and steady.
I hope all riders enjoyed their evening, the course, candid discussions and the enjoyment of sitting down for
an after-ride meal. Hope to see you all again.
Dino Morgante

